The purpose of this section is to clarify how responds to changes in the means and variances of the underlying (non-transformed) earnings distributions of women and men, by presenting a simple simulation exercise using hypothetical distributions. The analysis demonstrates the behaviour of both under the rank and log transformation.
Figures A3 and A4 examine the properties of under the log transformation (i.e. the transformed distributions , and now refer to the log transformation). First, the predictive power of y for z increases as the mean of � goes up, and simultaneously x loses explanatory power. In contrast to the rank transformation, changes in means of the underlying distributions are important for the relationship between z and y, and z and x.
Next, in Figure A4 , we see that is also sensitive to changes in the variance of �. As the variance increases, from z on y declines while from z on x increases. Unlike the case of the rank correlation, there is no a priori prediction of how will react to a simultaneous increase in both the mean and variance of the underlying distribution �, since the reactions to means and variances go in opposite directions.
Figure A 1 Lambda under rank transformation -reaction to change in mean
Notes: Simulations of lambda under different means of �. The vertical line shows the mean of the �-distribution, set to 100. The variance is held constant in both � and �-distributions and set to 20. Sorting refers to the amount of sorting between x and y, using the algorithm described in Appendix D.
Figure A 2 Lambda under rank transformation -reaction to change in variance
Notes: Simulations of lambda under different variances of �. The vertical line shows the variance of the �-distribution, set to 20. The mean is held constant in both � and �-distributions and set to 150. Sorting refers to the amount of sorting between x and y, using the algorithm described in Appendix D. .65
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Figure A 8 Trends in assortative mating -alternative measures
Note: Figure A8A shows the Pearson correlation in spouse's years of schooling. Figure A8B shows the rank correlation in earnings of the father and the father-in-law. 
C. Validation of 'potential' earnings
This paper consistently uses 'potential' earnings of the offspring generation. When studying marital sorting, it is necessary to use a measure of earnings potential rather than actual earnings, since actual earnings are endogenous to the realised match in the marriage market. One possible caveat with using 'potential' earnings is however that we measure a different intergenerational parameter than the one typically proposed in the literature: the variation in potential earnings is derived directly from schooling outcomes, and shuts down intergenerational links due to e.g. contacts and nepotism. We should thus expect to find a parameter of different size. Another concern is that the predictive power of fields and levels of education for earnings may vary over time, which can introduce spurious trends in measures of marital sorting and intergenerational mobility using potential earnings.
In order to validate the use of potential earnings, I make the assumption that men's labour supply has been constant over time, and estimate (for men only) a) correlations between actual earnings and potential earnings over time, and b) intergenerational rank correlations and elasticities using actual and potential earnings. actual and potential earnings. The rank correlations are higher when using potential earnings, which likely reflects that the prediction uses schooling, and intergenerational correlations in schooling tend to be higher than those of earnings or income (Black and Devereux 2011). Importantly, however, both series show stability over time and there is no obvious deviation in long-run trends. The similarity of trends in Figures A9a and A9b indicates that the relationship between actual and predicted earnings is stable over time in the full-time working population, and thus supports the use of potential earnings as a proxy for earnings. Figure A9b also shows intergenerational elasticities measured in the 1955 cohort. Since fathers' earnings are observed at different ages over child cohorts, I refrain from studying trends in the elasticity.
Figure A 9 Sensitivity analysis of 'potential earnings'
Notes: Figure A9a shows correlations between actual and potential earnings for men only. Percentile ranks are taken by cohort within the estimation sample. Figure A9b shows measures of intergenerational persistence (fathers -sons) using different definitions of son's earnings.
D. Sorting algorithm
Hypothetical matching of spouses under different degrees of marital sorting is done using a re-weighting procedure. For ∈ [0,1], I create � = � _ + (1 − ) � _ , where � _ stands for partners' potential earnings sorted from the lowest to the highest value, and � _ represents random sorting of partners' potential earnings. Since the re-weighting procedure compresses the variance, I next take percentiles of � and to each percentile assign the original values of the distribution of � to maintain the moments. For each draw of (increased in each draw by an increment of 0.01), � is paired with � and � −1 , sorted from the lowest to the highest value of � . After this procedure, I compute pooled household earnings and take ranks or logs of individual and household earnings.
